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Latour Capital keeps reinforcing its investment team with the support of two new Senior Advisors, Jérôme
Chasques and Stéphane Le Mounier as well as a new collaborator.

Jérôme Chasques joined Latour Capital in September 2019 as first Senior Advisor. Jérôme is
an entrepreneur who founded several companies, including Mr Cinema (movie database),
Matchmaking Pro (CRM tool for online dating companies) and SoGifty Publishing (gift box
leader in the US). In 2013 Jérôme joined BlackFin Capital Partners as Operating Partner and
managed a portfolio structure, Comparadise, which regroups multiple insurance and lending aggregators (such
as Hyperassur). Passionate about innovation, particularly in fintech and insurtech, Jerome was named in 2018
Venture Partner at BlackFin Tech. As Senior Advisor at Latour Capital, Jérôme is now focusing on financial
services, tech and B2B services. He is also mentor and co-investor in several start-ups in Europe and Asia. Jérôme
graduated from Sciences Po Paris and holds a Masters Degree in Business Law.

Stéphane Le Mounier also joined Latour Capital as Senior Advisor in February 2020.
Stéphane started its carreer in 1988 at SKF Group (Swedish group - worldwide leader of
bearings) where he spent the majority of its career: firstly as sales engineer, Stéphane was
then appointed to various positions, up to the Presidency of the Automotive and Aerospace
Division attached to the CEO and was thus member of the Group Executive Committee.
During its career Stéphane managed several Business Units and was finally named CEO of SKF Group in France.
In 2018 he joined Triton Investment Management as Senior Advisor. At Latour Capital he takes advantage of its
experience on industrial deals, notably in the aeronautic and mechanical sectors. Stéphane holds a Degree in
Mechanical Engineering, a Masters degree in International Sales and Marketing from University of Haute Alsace
(France) and a Post-Graduate diploma in Finance and Controlling from ESSEC. He holds a diploma from London
Business School.
Roxane Shahmohammadi joined Latour Capital’s investment team as Associate in March
2020. Roxane started her career in M&A at Rothschild & Co in 2017 where she advised
Private Equity funds and midcap corporates on various operations. Roxane graduated from
HEC Paris.

